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Rate constants and branching fractions have been measured for the reactions of H3O+ and H3O+(H2O) with
toluene (C7H8), ethylbenzene (C8H10), and n-propylbenzene (C9H12) as a function of temperature using a
variable temperature-selected ion flow tube (VT-SIFT) and a high-temperature flowing afterglow (HTFA).
The reactions have been studied up to 1200, 1000, and 900 K for toluene, ethylbenzene, andn-propylbenzene,
respectively. The measurements are the first for H3O+(H2O) with these reactants. The H3O+ + alkylbenzene
reaction rate constants are equal to the collision rate constants given by the Su-Chesnavich equation at all
temperatures. Both nondissociative and dissociative proton-transfer products are observed. H3O+ reacts with
toluene above 900 K to produce C7H9

+, C7H7
+, and C6H5

+ predominately, whereas only C7H9
+ is observed

at lower temperatures. Proton transfer from H3O+ to ethylbenzene produces C8H11
+ exclusively at 300 K,

and by 800 K, C6H7
+ is the major product with only minor amounts of C8H11

+ and C7H7
+ being formed.

Both nondissociative and dissociative proton-transfer products are observed at all temperatures for H3O+

reacting with propylbenzene producing C9H13
+ as the major product at low temperatures and C6H7

+ and
C3H7

+ as the major products at temperatures above 650 K, with minor amounts of C7H7
+ observed at all

temperatures. For all three alkylbenzenes reacting with H3O+(H2O), nondissociative proton transfer dominates
at low temperature; however, at 300 K, an association complex of all three alkylbenzenes with H3O+(H2O)
is observed (14-18%). At higher temperatures, dissociative proton transfer is observed for H3O+(H2O) reacting
with ethyl- and propylbenzene with similar product yields as observed in the H3O+ reactions. All of the
H3O+(H2O) + alkylbenzene proton-transfer reactions are fast even though the proton affinity of H3O+(H2O)
is 140 kJ mol-1 less than that of H3O+ making the H3O+(H2O) reactions endothermic. More specifically, the
rate constant for the reaction of H3O+(H2O) with toluene is ca. half the collision rate constant at 300 K and
equal to the collision rate constant at temperatures above 300 K even though the reaction is endothermic by
25 kJ mol-1. Similarly, the reaction rate constants for H3O+(H2O) reacting with ethyl- and propylbenzene are
equal to the collision rate constant at all temperatures despite being endothermic by 21 and 19 kJ mol-1,
respectively. Therefore, predictions based simply on reaction energetics would severely underestimate the
reactivity of H3O+(H2O) with these alkylbenzenes. The possibilities of neutral water dimer production, ligand
switching, uncertainties in the thermochemical data, and decomposition of the ionic products are considered
to rationalize the observation of proton transfer where it is not thermodynamically feasible.

Introduction

Water is a key atmospheric constituent at low altitude and a
major combustion product. The hydronium ion and numerous
water clusters thereof, denoted as H3O+(H2O)n, are found in
the atmosphere1-3 and are quickly produced in humid air
plasmas, often representing the bulk of the ionic species. In
addition, H3O+ is known to exist in interstellar gases3 and in
the ionosphere.2,4 Nevertheless, only the smallest of the proto-
nated water clusters, i.e.,n ) 0 and 1, are stable in many high-
temperature environments.5

The kinetics of a series of ion-molecule reactions with
hydrocarbons have been studied using fast flow tubes at 298
K,6-9 as have their temperature dependencies,10-17 including
the reactions of H3O+ with several alkanes up to 500 K using
a variable temperature-selected ion flow tube (VT-SIFT).11

However, no data exist on H3O+(H2O) reacting with these
species. In fact, few studies of ion-molecule reactions involving

protonated water clusters have been performed.18-26 Recently,
Adams and co-workers have studied the reactions of
H3O+(H2O)n for n ) 0 and 1 with several thiol and sulfide
compounds at 300 K in a selected ion flow tube (SIFT). Most
notably, proton transfer has been observed to occur with
H3O+(H2O) where it is not thermodynamically feasible, allowing
for the investigation of the contributions of neutral water dimer
production, entropy-driven reactions, and thermal dissociation.20

Thermal dissociation processes have recently been studied in
our laboratory at high temperatures using the high-temperature
flowing afterglow (HTFA),16 and entropy-driven reactions are
an equally fertile topic.20,27-29

Recent changes to the HTFA apparatus make it possible to
generate H3O+(H2O) for kinetics studies up to 1000 K. Both
the VT-SIFT and the HTFA have been previously employed
together for studying the rate constants and branching fractions
of NO+ and O2

+ charge-transfer reactions with toluene (C7H8),
ethylbenzene (C8H10), and n-propylbenzene (C9H12) to high
temperatures.16 The temperature dependencies of the branching
fractions measured in this fashion have allowed us to construct
breakdown curves and investigate the dissociation dynam-
ics.13,15,16 Consequently, the VT-SIFT and HTFA have been
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utilized to measure rate constants and branching fractions for
the reaction of H3O+(H2O)n for n ) 0 and 1 with toluene,
ethylbenzene, andn-propylbenzene from 298 up to 1200, 1000,
and 900 K, respectively. The dissociation dynamics illustrated
by comparison of the temperature dependencies of the two
reactant ions are discussed.

Experimental Section

The experiments have been conducted using the VT-SIFT30

and HTFA31 instruments at the Air Force Research Laboratory.
The instrumental methods have been discussed at length
elsewhere30,31and will only be briefly outlined. However, recent
modifications to the HTFA source region will be described in
detail.

Ions are generated in the VT-SIFT in a high-pressure source
region. Electron impact ionization of a sample of room-
temperature water vapor introduced into an effusive ion source
generates ions. The desired reactant ion is selected with a
quadrupole mass spectrometer and injected into a fast flow of
helium buffer gas by way of a Venturi inlet. The neutral reactant
gas is introduced downstream where it reacts over a known
distance. The neutral reactant and product ions are sampled
through a nose cone aperture and resolved with a second
quadrupole mass analyzer and then detected with an electron
multiplier. An excess of reagent gas is used so that the rate
constants are determined through pseudo-first-order kinetics. The
relative error in the rate constants is(15%, and the absolute
error is(25%.30

The nascent product ion distributions are determined by
extrapolating the branching fractions to zero neutral reactant
flow to eliminate the effects, if any, arising from reactions of
the product ions with the excess neutral reactant. The individual
product branching fractions are determined in two steps. First,
the branching fractions among the different Cn products are
measured at low mass resolution to minimize mass discrimina-
tion, and then the branching fractions for each Cn peak are
measured at high mass resolution to determine the branching
between ions differing by a single mass unit. Corrections are
made for the contribution of naturally occurring13C isotope
peaks in the high-resolution experiments that overlap with higher
mass12C products containing an additional H atom.10 Figure
1a,b shows example mass spectra at low and high mass
resolution for the reaction of H3O+(H2O) with ethylbenzene at
600 K in the HTFA.

Experiments are conducted similarly in the HTFA, except
reactant ions are not mass-selected before the reaction zone.
To expand the capabilities of the instrument, the entire cooled
upstream region has been redesigned as shown in Figure 2.
Previously, the ion source including all electrical and gas
feedthroughs has been aligned coaxially with the flow tube. In
the new design of Figure 2, the upstream region is a stainless
steel tee that interfaces with the flow tube through a Teflon
seal. A water-cooled copper heat exchanger chills the tee just
upstream of this seal. The two ends of the tee make a
continuation of the flow tube. The upstream end of the tee,
which is coaxial with the flow tube, supports all of the flow
tube gas feedthroughs including the pressure port, consisting
of bent 0.25 in. o.d. industrial-grade quartz tubes that rest on
the bottom of a 7 cmdiameter industrial-grade quartz flow tube.
The quartz tubes allow for operation up to 1400 K. For operation
to 1800 K, the quartz tubes can be replaced with ceramic ones.

The sidearm of the tee shown in Figure 2 houses the new
ion source region. A buffer gas enters the flow tube at the source
flange, where a source gas can also be added through a second

inlet. Downstream from the two inlets, a thoriated iridium
filament creates ions. A third inlet allows gas to be added
downstream of the filaments. In practice, one of two filaments
is available. The filaments are connected to an external switch,
reducing the number of times the flow tube must be opened to
air for maintenance. Opening the system requires extensive
outgassing of the firebrick in the furnace31 for the system to be
clean enough to measure branching fractions. The filament is
biased with respect to the grounded tee, usually from 25 to 100
V. An emission regulator is used to control the level of
ionization via the filament emission current.

When a helium buffer is used, He+ and He* are produced
through electron impact. An inlet downstream of the filament
introduces a source gas that reacts with these energetic helium
species to create the positive ion of interest. The entire source

Figure 1. (a) Low-resolution mass spectrum showing the reaction of
H3O+(H2O) with ethylbenzene (C8H10) in the high-temperature flowing
afterglow (HTFA) using the new source design described in the
Experimental Section and illustrated in Figure 2 and (b) high-resolution
mass spectrum showing the individual C8Hn peaks.

Figure 2. Newly designed upstream region of the high-temperature
flowing afterglow (HTFA) including a redesigned source region. See
text for details.
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resides inside a 3.5 in. diameter housing with a replaceable
diaphragm. The aperture size has a variable diameter ranging
from 0.125 to 1.25 in. to control the source pressure. The
H3O+(H2O) experiments, for example, use a 0.25 in. diameter
opening that results in a source pressure of approximately 20
Torr for typical buffer flows. For the H3O+ experiments, a 1
in. diameter aperture has been used.

The new upstream configuration provides several advantages.
The ability to control the source pressure decreases the amount
of source gas required to complete the reactant ion chemistry.
This reduces the likelihood that additional reactions with the
source gas will take place in the reaction zone, minimizing their
contribution. Also, having the source in the sidearm results in
a good shield for ultraviolet emissions from excited species
generated in the source chemistry. This shielding has previously
been done with baffles because ultraviolet light in the down-
stream region can create a diffuse source of ions throughout
the reaction zone complicating the measurements.

The mass spectrum shown in Figure 1a was obtained using
the new source configuration in the HTFA at a flow tube
temperature of 600 K. Note that the ion intensity scale is
logarithmic. The cluster ion accounts for over 95% of the total
ion signal. To generate H3O+(H2O), helium carrier gas is
bubbled through a water sample at room temperature and
introduced into the source region downstream of the filaments.
A needle valve controls the bubbler pressure to adjust the
concentration of water vapor in the He/H2O gas mixture.
Average H2O number densities in the source region of (3-5)
× 1014 cm-3 occur under these conditions, which is much larger
than the 2× 1012 cm-3 H2O number density present in the flow
tube. The favorable operating conditions for generating
H3O+(H2O) can be maintained from 500 to 800 K. Dissociation
of the cluster increases above 800 K, giving larger amounts of
H3O+ as the flow tube temperature increases. Consequently,
no appreciable H3O+(H2O) signal can be generated over 1000
K. Below 500 K, higher order water clusters are also observed.

Clustering needs to be minimized to generate H3O+ cleanly
in the HTFA. The first solvated species is quite stable and is
readily produced even at the 0.5 Torr pressure in the flow tube.
Thus, the amount of H2O in the system needs to be minimized.
However, energetic He species generated in the source region
also need to be consumed. To address these concerns, the ions
have been prepared as follows. A 1-in. diameter aperture has
been used on the source, decreasing the source pressure to
around 7-8 Torr at typical buffer flows. The buffer gas passes
through a liquid nitrogen cooled sieve trap to remove water
vapor to prevent additional cluster formation outside of the
source region. A needle valve bleeds in room-temperature water
vapor from a bulb, and it enters the flow tube at an inlet 10 cm
inside the upstream heated end of the flow tube. Argon gas is
added upstream of the filament, and hydrogen is added
downstream of the filament. A simplified picture of the source
chemistry is illustrated by eqs 1-3:19

Argon reacts via Penning ionization with the energetic He
species formed by electron impact on the buffer gas.32 The Ar+

ions then react with H2 to give ArH+ that is readily converted
to H3O+. In addition, a number of other reactions of minor

importance occur. ArH+ also reacts with H2 to produce H3+

that easily undergoes proton transfer with water.19 Any H2
+ ions

generated react with Ar to give ArH+ and with H2 to form H3
+,

providing additional pathways for creating H3O+. In addition,
Ar+ charge transfers to H2O, forming H2O+ that directly
produces H3O+ via proton transfer and also reacts with H2 to
generate H3+.19 Through the use of this complicated scheme,
H3O+ ions comprise>80% of the ions in the flow tube with
ca. 6% each of H3O+(H2O), O2

+, and ArH+, as well as ca.
2-3% total of N2H+ (from N2

+ reacting with H2 and H2O) and
trace amounts of H3+. Corrections for these species are made
to the branching fractions as discussed later. Surprisingly, this
reaction scheme is the cleanest way to make H3O+ in the HTFA.
Other source conditions produce a larger fraction of impurity
ions.

The alkylbenzene samples are all liquids with the following
purities: toluene (Aldrich, 99+%), ethylbenzene (Aldrich,
99+%), andn-propylbenzene (Aldrich, 98+%). The samples
are used as obtained from the manufacturer except for perform-
ing several freeze-pump-thaw cycles to remove trapped gases.
The gases used are argon (AGA Gas, 99.999%), helium (AGA,
99.999%), and hydrogen (Air Products, 99.999%). The distilled
water samples have been pumped on to remove dissolved gases.

Results

Table 1 shows the rate constants and branching fractions for
the reactions of H3O+(H2O)n for n ) 0 and 1 with toluene,
ethylbenzene, andn-propylbenzene from 298 to 500 K as
measured in the VT-SIFT. The standard reaction enthalpies at
298 K in kJ mol-1 have been calculated33,34and are also listed
in Table 1. The total average energy available for reaction〈Erxn〉
in kJ mol-1 at a given flow tube temperature shown in Table 1
has been calculated using eq 4:

where the average kinetic energy,〈KE〉, and the average
rotational energy in both the aromatic and ionic reactants are
each3/2(kbT). The average vibrational energies for the ionic and
neutral reactants represent ensemble averages over Boltzmann
distributions in the harmonic approximation. The alkylbenzene
vibrational frequencies have been previously calculated using
Gaussian 98 for all normal modes.16 The vibrational frequencies
of H3O+(H2O) have been taken from the ab initio calculations
of Schaefer and co-workers for the global minimum energy
structure havingC2 symmetry.35 Using their frequencies in the
alternateCs symmetry gives a total vibrational energy that differs
by <1%. The vibrational frequencies for H3O+ are taken from
the NIST-JANNAF thermochemical tables.36

The standard reaction enthalpies at 298 K in kJ mol-1 have
been calculated33,34 and are also listed in Tables 1-4. Discus-
sions of the experimental results, particularly those involving
the H3O+(H2O) reactant, depend on the energetics of the
processes involved. Therefore, it is important to have an
understanding of the uncertainty of the calculated reaction
enthalpies. Unfortunately, good error limits are not readily
available for the thermodynamic quantities found in compilations
and reviews. The most important thermodynamic parameter
determining the error in the reaction enthalpy of the nondisso-
ciative proton-transfer channels is the difference between the
proton affinity of H2O and that of the alkylbenzene, a quantity
reported to 0.1 kcal mol-1. Therefore, we estimate the maximum
error to be 4 kJ mol-1 (1 kcal mol-1) for the proton affinities.
Other important quantities are the bond strengths of H2O

He* + Ar f Ar+ + He (1)

Ar+ + H2 f ArH+ + H (2)

ArH+ + H2O f H3O
+ + Ar (3)

〈Erxn〉 ) 〈KE〉 + 〈Erot
aromatic〉 + 〈Evib

aromatic〉 + 〈Erot
ion〉 + 〈Evib

ion〉 (4)
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bound to H3O+ and H2O. The latter is well-known,37-39 and
the former has been measured often5 and calculated at a high
level of theory.35 The errors in these values can be estimated to
be at most 10 kJ mol-1. This leads to an overall maximum error
of (12 kJ mol-1 for the nondissociative proton-transfer reaction
enthalpies. For the dissociative channels, the main ionic products

are protonated benzene, C6H7
+, and protonated propane, C3H7

+.
The proton affinity for benzene and propane are well-established,
and the neutral organic products are alkenes with well-known
enthalpies of formation. Therefore, we estimate the maximum
errors of the reaction enthalpies of the dissociative reaction
channels to be(15 kJ mol-1.

TABLE 1: Rate Constant and Branching Fractions for the Reactions of H3O+(H2O)0,1 with Alkylbenzenes in the Variable
Temperature-Selected Ion Flow Tube from 298-500 Ka

rate constants and branching fraction

Ion reactant ∆H°rxn,298 298 K 400 K 500 K

Toluene (C7H8)
〈av totE〉 20 30 39
H3O+ products 2.3 [2.2] 2.4 [2.1] 2.0 [2.1]

C7H9
+ + H2O -93 1.00 1.00 1.00

〈av totE〉 25 40 59
H3O+(H2O) products 0.9 [1.7] 1.4 [1.6]

C7H9
+ + (H2O)2 25 0.82 1.00

H3O+(H2O)C7H8 0.18

Ethylbenzene (C8H10)

〈av totE〉 22 33 46
H3O+ products 2.5 [2.4] 2.6 [2.3] 2.5 [2.3]

C8H11
+ + H2O -97 1.00 0.98 0.96

C7H7
+ + CH4 + H2O -88 0.02 0.04

〈av totE〉 27 43 66
H3O+(H2O) products 1.6 [1.8] 1.6 [1.8]

C8H11
+ + (H2O)2 21 0.83 1.00

H3O+(H2O)C8H10 0.17

n-Propylbenzene (C9H12)
〈av totE〉 24 39 53
H3O+ products 2.5 [2.6] 2.4 [2.5] 2.3 [2.5]

C9H13
+ + H2O -99 0.94 0.91 0.75

C7H7
+ + C2H6 + H2O -76 0.06 0.09 0.10

C6H7
+ + C3H6 + H2O 41 0.06

C5H5
+ + C4H8 + H2O 291 0.01

s-C3H7
+ + C6H6 + H2O 42 0.07

〈av totE〉 29 49 73
H3O+(H2O) products 1.8 [1.9] 1.8 [1.9]

C9H13
+ + (H2O)2 19 0.86 1.00

H3O+(H2O)C9H12 0.14

a The collision rate constants,kc, are given in brackets next to the experimental values, both in units of 10-9 cm3 s-1. The standard reaction
enthalpies at 298 K and the average total energy available at each temperature are both given in units of kJ mol-1. Maximum errors in reaction
enthalpies are(12 kJ mol-1 for the nondissociative channels and(15 kJ mol-1 for the dissociation channels. (See text for details).

TABLE 2: Rate Constants and Branching Fractions for the Reactions of H3O+(H2O)0,1 with Toluene in the High-Temperature
Flowing Afterglow from 500 to 1200 Ka

H3O+

rate constants and branching fraction

toluene (C7H8) ∆H°rxn,298 500 K 700 K 850 K 900 K 1000 K 1100 K 1200 K

〈av totE〉 39 83 117 128 154 180 236
[kc] [2.1] [2.1] [2.1] [2.1]
products 2.0 2.0 1.8 2.3
C7H9

+ + H2O -93 0.98 0.87 0.81 0.29
C7H8

+ + H + H2O 236 <0.01
C7H7

+ + H2
+ H2O -35 0.09 0.13 0.49

C6H6
+ + CH3 + H2O 239 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.04

C6H5
+ + CH4 + H2O 170 <0.01 0.02 0.05 0.18

H3O+(H2O)

rate constants and branching fraction

toluene (C7H8) ∆H°rxn,298 500 K 700 K 850 K 900 K 1000 K

〈av totE〉 59 107 149 163 194
[kc] [1.6] [1.6] [1.6]
products 1.6 1.6 1.5
C7H9

+ + (H2O)2 25 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00
C7H8

+ + H + (H2O)2 361 <0.02

a The collision rate constants,kc, are given in brackets above the experimental values, both of which have units of 10-9 cm3 s-1. The standard
reaction enthalpies at 298 K and the average total available energy at each temperature are both given in units of kJ mol-1. Maximum errors in
reaction enthalpies are(12 kJ mol-1 for the nondissociative channels and(15 kJ mol-1 for the dissociation channels. (See text for details).
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The magnitude of the temperature dependence of the reaction
enthalpies has been estimated as well. For C6H7

+ formation with
ethylbenzene at 1000 K and for both C3H7

+ and C6H7
+

formation with propylbenzene at 900 K,∆H(T) has been
calculated using eq 5

where the change in the constant-pressure heat capacity,

∆Cp(T), in eq 5 is

The temperature-dependent change in the constant-pressure heat
capacity is summed over the individual reactants and products
that have reaction coefficients ofνi. The values ofCp(T) for a
gas are well-represented by the JANNAF polynomials given

TABLE 3: Rate Constants and Branching Fractions for the Reactions of H3O+(H2O)0,1 with Ethylbenzene in the
High-Temperature Flowing Afterglow from 500 to 1000 Ka

H3O+

rate constants and branching fraction

ethylbenzene (C8H10) ∆H°rxn,298 500 K 600 K 650 K 700 K 800 K 900 K 1000 K

〈av totE〉 46 72 84 96 121 150 180
[kc] [2.3] [2.3] [2.3] [2.3] [2.3] [2.3] [2.3]
products 2.4 2.7 1.7 2.6 1.9 1.9 2.4
C8H11

+ + H2O -97 0.99 0.94 0.83 0.68 0.19 0.01 0.01
C7H7

+ + CH4 + H2O -88 0.02 0.01 0.02
C6H7

+ + C2H4 + H2O 51 0.01 0.06 0.17 0.32 0.79 0.98 0.97

H3O+(H2O)

rate constants and branching fraction

ethylbenzene (C8H10) ∆H°rxn,298 500 K 600 K 650 K 700 K 750 K 800 K 850 K 900 K 1000 K

〈av totE〉 66 91 105 120 134 150 168 185 220
[kc] [1.8] [1.8] [1.8] [1.8] [1.8] [1.8] [1.8] [1.8]
products 1.5 1.7 1.5 2.0 2.2 1.8 1.8 1.6
C8H11

+ + (H2O)2 21 >0.99 0.96 0.93 0.75 0.53 0.30 0.25 0.12 0.01
C8H10

+ + H + (H2O)2 355 <0.02 <0.02 <0.01 <0.02
C7H7

+ + CH4 + (H2O)2 37 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
C6H7

+ + C2H4 + (H2O)2 169 0.02 0.05 0.24 0.45 0.68 0.74 0.88 0.99
C6H6+ + C2H5 + (H2O)2 356 <0.01 <0.02 <0.01

a The collision rate constants,kc, are given in brackets above the experimental values, both of which have units of 10-9 cm3 s-1. The standard
reaction enthalpies at 298 K and the average toluene rovibrational energy at each temperature are both given in units of kJ mol-1. Maximum errors
in reaction enthalpies are(12 kJ mol-1 for the nondissociative channels and(15 kJ mol-1 for the dissociation channels. (See text for details).

TABLE 4: Rate Constants and Branching Fractions for the Reactions of H3O+(H2O)0,1 with n-Propylbenzene in the
High-Temperature Flowing Afterglow from 500 to 900 Ka

H3O+

rate constants and branching fraction

n-propylbenzene (C9H12) ∆H°rxn,298 500 K 600 K 650 K 700 K 750 K 800 K 900 K

〈av totE〉 53 84 96 111 125 140 172
[kc] [2.5] [2.4] [2.4] [2.3] [2.3]
products 2.0 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.8
C9H13

+ + H2O -99 0.90 0.49 0.01 0.04 0.03
C9H12

+ + H + H2O 226 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
C7H7

+ + C2H6 + H2O -76 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.06
C6H7

+ + C3H6 + H2O 41 0.03 0.29 0.62 0.58 0.53 0.51
C3H7

+ + C6H6 + H2O 123 0.03 0.20 0.36 0.40 0.33 0.40
s-C3H7

+ + C6H6 + H2O 42}
H3O+(H2O)

rate constants and branching fraction

n-propylbenzene (C9H12) ∆H°rxn,298 500 K 600 K 650 K 700 K 750 K 800 K 900 K

〈av totE〉 73 103 117 135 151 169 207
[kc] [1.9] [1.9] [1.9] [1.9] [1.8]
products 1.6 2.4 2.5 2.2 2.2
C9H13

+ + (H2O)2 19 >0.98 0.63 0.25 0.10 0.04 0.03 0.02
C9H12

+ + H + (H2O)2 351 <0.01 <0.01
C7H7

+ + C2H6 + (H2O)2 49 <0.01 0.01
C6H7

+ + C3H6 + (H2O)2 159 <0.01 0.25 0.51 0.60 0.54 0.60 0.52
C6H6+ + C3H7 + (H2O)2 361 <0.01 <0.01
C3H7

+ + C6H6 + (H2O)2 248
s-C3H7

+ + C6H6 + (H2O)2 160} <0.01 0.11 0.24 0.29 0.41 0.37 0.46

a The collision rate constants,kc, are given in brackets above the experimental values, both of which have units of 10-9 cm3 s-1. The standard
reaction enthalpies at 298 K and the average toluene rovibrational energy at each temperature are given in units of kJ mol-1. Maximum errors in
reaction enthalpies are(12 kJ mol-1 for the nondissociative channels and(15 kJ mol-1 for the dissociation channels. (See text for details).

∆H(T) ) ∆H(298K) + ∫298

T
∆Cp(T) dT (5)

∆Cp(T) ) ∑
i

products

υi Cp
i (T) - ∑

j

reactants

Vj Cp
j (T) (6)
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by eq 7 that allow for nonideal behavior, where the coefficients
are available in the literature.34,40,41

Unfortunately, the coefficients for H3O+(H2O) and (H2O)2 are
unavailable. Therefore,Cp(T) has been approximated using
CV(T) calculated using the partition functions for translational,
vibrational, and rotational energy levels assuming an ideal gas
under the rigid rotor and harmonic oscillator approximations
in the high-temperature limit as shown in eqs 8-10 for nonlinear
polyatomic molecules.42

where the vibrational temperature,ΘV, for vibrational modeV
with frequencyω in cm-1 is

The vibrational frequencies used have been taken from the
literature.16,34,35,38Both the JANNAF polynomial and partition
function-derived values ofCp(T) have been calculated for H3O+

reactions to compare the two methods, while only statistical
mechanics has been used for H3O+(H2O). The corrected
enthalpy of reaction has been calculated for dissociative proton
transfer with C8H10 to give C6H7

+ at 1000 K and with C9H12 to
give either C3H7

+ or C6H7
+ at 900 K, which are the maximum

temperatures studied for each alkylbenzene.
The enthalpy corrections for temperature will be most

accurate using the JANNAF polynomials to calculateCp(T).
Including the corrections determined using eq 7 shows that the
reaction enthalpy at the highest temperatures increases for all
three H3O+ reactions bye3 kJ mol-1, well within the error of
the standard reaction enthalpies. The partition function approach
indicates that the corrected reaction enthalpy also increases (i.e.,
more endothermic) by 18-20 kJ mol-1 for the H3O+ reactions.
The more approximate partition function approach gives a much
larger correction and can be used as an upper limit to the
correction term. A similar increase of 18-20 kJ mol-1 is
calculated using the partition function approach for the
H3O+(H2O) reactions. This calculated increase is close to the
maximum errors of(15 kJ mol-1 estimated for the enthalpies
of these reactions. Therefore, the reaction enthalpies at 298 K
are a fair estimate of the reaction energetics at the temperatures
studied and are used in the discussions of the dissociation
product distributions at high temperatures.

The rate constants in Table 1 measured for H3O+ with the
three alkylbenzenes agree well with the SIFT measurements of
Spanel and Smith at 298 K.8 In all cases, the reactions proceed
via proton transfer at the Su-Chesnavich collision rate within
experimental error.43-45 H3O+ undergoes nondissociative proton
transfer exclusively with toluene up to 500 K, in contrast to
ethylbenzene, which shows small amounts of dissociative proton
transfer at 400 and 500 K. Increasing amounts of dissociation
products are also observed withn-propylbenzene as the tem-
perature increases from 298 to 500 K. H3O+(H2O) undergoes
mainly nondissociative proton transfer from 298 to 500 K. In
addition, association (14-18%) is also observed at 298 K with
all three alkylbenzenes. The reaction of H3O+(H2O) at 400 K
has not been studied because the rate constant is equal to the
collision rate constant at 298 and 500 K, and the product

branching fractions show that nondissociative proton transfer
products predominate at 298 K and are the only products
observed at 500 K.

Tables 2-4 show the results for H3O+(H2O)n with n ) 0
and 1 reacting with toluene, ethylbenzene, andn-propylbenzene,
respectively, as measured in the HTFA. Decomposition of the
aromatic reagent in the flow tube before reaction limits the
maximum temperature at which reactions can be studied in the
HTFA to 1300 K for toluene, 1000 K for ethylbenzene, and
900 K forn-propylbenzene. This upper limit has been indicated
in previous charge-transfer reaction studies with these alkyl-
benzenes in the HTFA.16 The reaction of H3O+ with toluene
has been studied only up to 1200 K in the HTFA because H3O+

cannot be generated above 1200 K without large amounts of
impurity ions present. Both the rate constants and branching
fractions for the various systems are given in Tables 2-4.

The final HTFA branching fractions given in Tables 2-4
have been corrected as follows. The H3O+(H2O) branching
fractions at temperaturese800 K at which the ion signal is
>95% pure H3O+(H2O) have been corrected for small amounts
of O2

+ and NO+ (<3% individually), of which the branching
fractions with the three alkylbenzenes at high temperatures are
known.16 H3O+(H2O) is also present in nonnegligible amounts
in the H3O+ studies because water cannot be completely
eliminated from the flow tube. Therefore, the H3O+ branching
fractions at 800 K and below have been corrected using the
H3O+(H2O) branching fractions measured here. As discussed
in the Experimental Section, additional small corrections have
been made to the H3O+ branching fractions for N2H+, ArH+,
O2

+, and H3
+ impurities resulting from the source chemistry

described. For N2H+ and H3
+, the SIFT branching fractions of

McEwan et al. at 298 K have been used.46 The kinetics of ArH+

reacting with alkylbenzenes have not been studied previously.
However, the proton affinity of Ar is close to that for N2.47

Therefore, it is assumed that ArH+ has an identical branching
fraction as N2H+ to correct the data. While it is preferable to
use high-temperature kinetic data for the corrections, each of
these impurity ions individually contributes a small percentage
of the total ions in the flow tube. Consequently, the total
correction to a single product ion’s branching fraction will be
a relatively small fraction, typically around 0.03-0.06. The O2

+

chemistry is easily corrected for using the aforementioned HTFA
data at high temperatures.16

Differences between the branching fractions for the two
reactant ions at the highest temperatures can provide information
on the dissociation mechanism. To eliminate any complications
from a lack of ion selection upstream in the HTFA, the source
conditions are varied so that predominantly the H3O+(H2O)n)0,1

ions are generated in the flow tube at a given temperature. The
two ions can be made in differing amounts depending on
whether water vapor is added at the inlet downstream from the
filaments in the source region or at the inlet 10 cm inside the
heated flow tube. For this experiment, a 1 in. diameter aperture
has been used in the source and no other gases besides He and
H2O have been added to the flow tube. Product branching
fractions at low mass resolution are subsequently measured with
two different ratios of H3O+ to H3O+(H2O). This method results
in a set of two equations with two unknowns that can be solved
for each product ion’s low-resolution branching fraction. For
this experiment and all of the flow tube measurements, the
sampling voltage on the nose cone has been minimized to
prevent break up of any association products and cluster ions.
Scanning the mass spectrometer at high resolution verifies that
OH+, H2O+, and other impurity ions total<1%. In addition,

Cp(T)/R ) a1 + a2T + a3T
2 + a4T

3 + a5T
4 (7)

Cp(T) ) R + CV(T) (8)

CV(T) )
3R

2
+

3R

2
+ ∑

V
(ΘV/T)2 e-ΘV/T

(e-ΘV/T - 1)2
(9)

ΘV ) hcω/kB (10)
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scanning the mass analyzer at high mass resolution under these
experimental conditions shows that only one product ion arises
for each Cn peak at high mass resolution for this experiment,
simplifying the measurements. This procedure has been used
to measure the branching fractions at 1000 K with toluene, 900-
1000 K with ethylbenzene, and 750-900 K with n-propylben-
zene. This method leads to smaller relative errors in the
branching fractions than the normal method for measuring the
separate branching fractions for each reactant ion.

Comparing the data from the VT-SIFT and HTFA reveals
generally good agreement between the two methods, consistent
with previous studies with a few exceptions.13,15,16Above 500
K, all of the reactions proceed at the Su-Chesnavich collision
rate43-45 within the error of the experiments. The scatter in the
rate constants is larger for ethylbenzene andn-propylbenzene
because of their low vapor pressures, making these reagents
harder to deliver with our current flow meter arrangement. The
biggest discrepancy is found in the H3O+ reaction with
n-propylbenzene. Approximately 25% dissociation products
occur in the VT-SIFT at 500 K, while only 10% is found in the
HTFA. We have investigated the possible dependence of various
experimental conditions that may differ between the two
instruments such as nose cone sampling voltage, pressure,
reaction time, buffer concentration, and mass discrimination and
have not found an instrumental source of the discrepancy.
Consequently, this difference remains unresolved, and an
explanation for the difference is not obvious.

The branching fractions measured in the HTFA are plotted
versus temperature for H3O+ and H3O+(H2O) in Figures 3-5
for toluene, ethylbenzene andn-propylbenzene, respectively. As
the temperature increases, the fraction of dissociation products
increases with both reactant ions. The main dissociative product
ions with toluene are C7H7

+ and C6H5
+, while C6H7

+ is the
major dissociation product with both ethyl- andn-propylben-
zene. A substantial C3H7

+ fragment is also observed with
n-propylbenzene. With toluene, nondissociative proton-transfer
products are observed almost exclusively up to 1000 K with
H3O+(H2O). This observation contrasts with the increasing
amounts of dissociation products observed at 1000 K and higher
with H3O+. Figures 4 and 5 show that the branching fractions
for H3O+ and H3O+(H2O) display similar trends with increasing
temperature for both ethylbenzene andn-propylbenzene, al-
though the H3O+(H2O) curves are slightly shifted to higher
temperatures. The nondissociative proton-transfer product is only
a minor channel at 900 and 1000 K with ethyl andn-
propylbenzene, respectively. Instead, the dominant product ions

observed are C6H7
+ and C3H7

+, the latter only observed with
n-propylbenzene.

Discussion

Nondissociative Proton Transfer.The main product chan-
nels for all of the reactions can be described as either
nondissociative or dissociative proton transfer. At 298 K, the
H3O+ reactions proceed at the Su-Chesnavich collision rate,43-45

and nondissociative proton transfer is the major product channel.
Adding a H2O molecule to H3O+ causes the proton-transfer
reactions to become endothermic because the ionic dimer bond
(H3O+-H2O) is much stronger than the neutral bond
(H2O-H2O).5 Despite this endothermicity, the H3O+(H2O)
reactions are quite efficient at 298 K. Note that the calculated
reaction endothermicities for the H3O+(H2O) nondissociative
proton-transfer products are greater than the maximum estimated
error in these values, suggesting that that these reactions are by
no means exothermic. However, the average total energy
available at 298 K (calculated from eq 4) is approximately equal
to or greater than the endothermicity. Therefore, enough energy
is available to drive the reactions if all forms of energy affect
the reactivity equally. For instance, 25 kJ mol-1 average energy
is available in the toluene reaction, compared to an endother-
micity of 25 ( 12 kJ mol-1. For this case, a rate constant

Figure 3. Branching fractions for the reaction of H3O+(H2O)n, n ) 0
and 1, with toluene (C7H8) as a function of temperature as measured
in the high-temperature flowing afterglow (HTFA). The solid symbols
are the results for H3O+, and the open symbols are the results for
H3O+(H2O). Lines are added to guide the eye.

Figure 4. Branching fractions for the reaction of H3O+(H2O)n, n ) 0
and 1, with ethylbenzene (C8H10) as a function of temperature as
measured in the high-temperature flowing afterglow (HTFA). The solid
symbols are the results for H3O+, and the open symbols are the results
for H3O+(H2O). Lines are added to guide the eye.

Figure 5. Branching fractions for the reaction of H3O+(H2O)n, n ) 0
and 1, withn-propylbenzene (C9H12) as a function of temperature as
measured in the high-temperature flowing afterglow (HTFA). The solid
symbols are the results for H3O+, and the open symbols are the results
for H3O+(H2O). Lines are added to guide the eye.
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approximately1/2 the Su-Chesnavich collision rate constant is
observed.43-45 The total average energies in the ethyl and
n-propylbenzene reactions exceed the reaction endothermicities
by considerable margins, and the measured rate constants are
close to collisional. If the energy required to overcome the
endothermicity is provided by the internal and translational
energy of the reactants, the products of these reactions would
be internally cold.

It is possible that the protonated alkylbenzene species in the
H3O+(H2O) reactions may be formed by an indirect mechanism.
Ligand switching is exothermic for all of the reactions but is
not observed, even though such reactions can often be facile.
The nonobservation of a ligand-switching product may be a
result of thermal dissociation of the H2O ligand following the
ligand switching as shown below.

Thermal dissociation reactions involving H2O ligands have been
observed relatively frequently in our laboratory if the ligand
bond is weak. Unfortunately, the bond strength of H2O bound
to the protonated alkylbenzenes is unknown. The most similar
species listed in the NIST Webbook is protonated benzene,
C6H7

+, for which the H2O cluster bond strength is<71 kJ
mol-1. Typically, thermal dissociation for species with bond
strengths on the order of 65 kJ mol-1 or less at 298 K has been
observed.48-50 Therefore, thermal dissociation is possible and
potentially likely at higher temperatures.

A similar process involves one-step dissociation of the
association complex, that is,

The overall process is endothermic, but it is exergonic at room
temperature (i.e.,∆G° ) ∆H° - T∆S° < 0). These reactions
may be an example of what has been referred to as entropy-
driven reactions in the literature.20,27-29 However, this process
may be better described as free-energy-driven reactions where
the energy required for overcoming the endothermicity is
supplied from the internal energy content of the complex,
collisions with the surrounding He buffer gas, or both. Because
an association complex is observed at 298 K, the lifetime of
such a complex should be quite long (>10-7 s), thus facilitating
many collisions with the He buffer. Also, sufficient time should
be available so that energy randomization will occur in the
complex, indicating that the internal energy of the reactants
should be very effective in promoting reaction.

Dissociative Proton Transfer.For all of the H3O+ reactions,
at least one dissociative proton-transfer channel is exothermic,
namely, the formation of the C7H7

+ ion. However, all of the
dissociative channels require rearrangement and occur only at
higher temperatures, indicating that barriers to the dissociation
processes exist. In fact, large amounts of C7H7

+ are found only
in the toluene reaction. For the H3O+(H2O) reactions, dissocia-
tive proton transfer is quite efficient, considering that the
reactions are very endothermic even if the two water molecules
are assumed to remain attached to form (H2O)2. Although, it is
probable that interactions of (H2O)2 with the helium will
dissociate it into two H2O monomers in the flow tube. The
possibility of the production of neutral dimers in similar
reactions has been discussed previously.20,29,51

The temperature dependence of the nondissociative proton-
transfer product for the reactions of toluene, ethylbenzene, and
propylbenzene with H3O+ and H3O+(H2O) is shown in Figure
6. For comparison, the fraction of the nondissociative charge
transfer product found previously in reactions of NO+ 16 with
these alkylbenzenes is also shown in Figure 6. In the previous
charge-transfer work,16 less than 2% of the total reactivity of
toluene, ethylbenzene, andn-propylbenzene was attributed to
thermal degradation of the neutral aromatic reactant prior to
reaction at temperatures up to 1300, 1000, and 900 K,
respectively. Hydrogen-depleted product ions appeared at high
temperatures that were not observed in dissociative charge-
transfer reactions at 298 K even with ions such as N2

+ and Ne+

that have large recombination energies that produce many
fragments. These different products most likely result from
reactions with the hydrogen-depleted decomposition products
of the alkylbenzene reactant.16 Pyrolysis data for these alkyl-
benzenes under our experimental conditions of ca. 1 Torr
pressure of He and 1 ms residence time are limited, but the
present results and the relative stability of these aromatic neutral
species are consistent with the available data.16 In Figure 6, the
onset temperatures for dissociation of the charge-transfer
products are higher than the onsets for the proton-transfer
products, all of which are much lower than the pyrolysis
temperatures for the neutrals reported previously.16 Therefore,
the decrease of the parent proton-transfer ion fraction, as well
as the parent charge-transfer ion fraction, with temperature
cannot be attributed to thermal degradation of the neutral
alkylbenzene reactants.

H3O
+(H2O) + AB f H+(AB)H2O + H2O (11a)

H+(AB)H2O + He f H+AB + H2O + He (11b)

H3O
+(H2O) + AB 98 [H+(H2O)2AB]* 98

He
H+AB + 2H2O

(12)

Figure 6. Branching fraction for the parent product ion of the reaction
of NO+ and H3O+(H2O)n for n ) 0 and 1 vs temperature for (a) C7H8,
(b) C8H10, and (c) C9H12. Lines are added to guide the eye.
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Three mechanisms for the observed dissociative proton
transfer can be envisioned, that is, direct dissociation in a
bimolecular collision, nondissociative proton transfer followed
by thermally activated unimolecular dissociation of the product
ion involving the helium bath gas (hereafter referred to as
thermal dissociation), and collisional activation of an association
complex involving the reactants by collisions with the bath gas
followed by dissociation (hereafter referred to as free-energy-
driven dissociation). The three mechanisms are illustrated
schematically in eqs 13a-c.

Comparing the data for H3O+ and H3O+(H2O) for the same
neutral reactant as a function of temperature can help distinguish
among these mechanisms. The energy difference for proton
transfer for the two ions is 140 kJ mol-1, with H3O+ being
energetically favored. If dissociative proton transfer occurs in
a single collision, that is, via a direct mechanism, the threshold
for observing fragment ions should shift to higher temperature
as the ion changes from H3O+ to H3O+(H2O) because less
energy is available, assuming that all other aspects of the
experiment are the same.

a. Toluene.Figures 3 and 6 show that no dissociation products
are observed for the reaction of H3O+(H2O) with toluene up to
1000 K, while the H3O+ reaction with toluene shows an onset
of dissociation around 900 K. Unfortunately, a comparison
cannot be made at higher temperatures because of the instability
of H3O+(H2O) above 1000 K in the HTFA. Subsequently, no
information can be derived from this analysis on the nature of
the dissociation in the H3O+(H2O) + C7H8 reaction. The major
fragment ion in the reactions of both NO+ and H3O+ with
toluene is C7H7

+. The C7H7
+ ion has two stable forms, the

seven-membered ring tropylium ion (Tr+) and the six-membered
ring benzylium ion (Bz+). The Tr+ isomer is 46 kJ mol-1 more
stable than the Bz+ isomer.33,34 The formation of the Tr+

fragment ion via direct dissociation is exothermic for both NO+

and H3O+ at 298 K. However, the C7H7
+ ion is not observed

until much higher temperatures. The energetics for production
of C7H7

+ via thermal dissociation are shown below where the
He is shown above the arrow to illustrate the role of the bath
gas:

Activation energies can be determined from Arrhenius-type plots
such as that shown in Figure 7a for toluene reacting with H3O+,

yielding activation energies of 105( 10 kJ mol-1 and 83( 32
kJ mol-1 for the reactions of NO+ and H3O+ with toluene,
respectively. Note that the rate constant for generating a
particular fragment channel is simply the product of the
branching fraction for that channel with the experimental rate
constant. The rate constants measured here are equal to the
collision rate constant and are, thus, independent of temperature.
Consequently, the temperature dependence of the rate constants
for the C7H7

+ ion can be represented by just the branching
fractions, because they will be multiplied by a constant factor
in this case. Note that only the threshold region of the branching
fraction plots is used to obtain the Arrhenius activation energies.

The formation of C7H7
+ in the NO+ reaction with toluene

has been attributed to thermal dissociation in our previous paper
comparing flow tube results to ion beam results.16 The ion beam
work, performed under single-collision conditions, shows no
fragmentation of the C7H8

+ charge-transfer product. In that
work, the measured activation energy of 105 kJ mol-1 is lower
than the endothermicity of reaction 14. However, the activation
energy at low pressures, to which our experiments are limited,
is smaller than the energy barrier because of the role of
activation from internal degrees of freedom.52-56 The measured
activation energy for the formation of C7H7

+ from the reaction
of H3O+ with toluene is larger than the endothermicity for the
formation of the more stable Tr+ isomer. This result suggests
that either additional barriers exist in the unimolecular dissocia-
tion of C7H9

+ compared to C7H8
+ or that the activation energy

corresponds to a barrier for the formation of C7H7
+ via a direct

dissociation mechanism. The latter conclusion is consistent with
the difference in the temperature dependence for the dissociation
of C7H9

+ for the reactions of H3O+ and H3O+(H2O), which
suggests that the H3O+ reaction proceeds via a direct mecha-
nism.

b. Ethylbenzene and n-Propylbenzene.The ethylbenzene and
n-propylbenzene reactions show similar behavior, with the
n-propylbenzene dissociation shifted to lower temperatures. The

direct dissociation
H3O

+(H2O)n + AB f HA+ + B + (H2O)n (13a)

thermal dissociation
H3O

+(H2O)n + AB f HAB+* + (H2O)n (13b)

free-energy-driven dissociation
HAB+ + He f HAB+* + He

HAB+* f HA+ + B

H3O
+(H2O)n + AB f [H3O

+(H2O)nAB]*

[H3O
+(H2O)nAB]* + He f HA+ + B + nH2O + He

(13c)

C7H8
+ 98

He
C7H7

+ + H ∆H ) 166( 8 kJ mol-1 (Tr+)

∆H ) 212( 8 kJ mol-1 (Bz+) (14)

C7H9
+ 98

He
C7H7

+ + H2 ∆H ) 63 ( 8 kJ mol-1 (Tr+)

∆H ) 109( 8 kJ mol-1 (Bz+) (15)

Figure 7. Arrehenius-type plot for (a) the reaction of H3O+ with
toluene to produce C7H7

+ and (b) the reactions of H3O+ and
H3O+(H2O) with ethylbenzene to produce C6H7

+.
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falloff in the protonated neutral species, that is, C8H11
+ and

C9H13
+, occurs at temperatures of 40-50 K lower for H3O+

than for H3O+(H2O). The major dissociation product (>98%)
in the ethylbenzene reaction is the C6H7

+ ion. Arrhenius-type
plots up to temperatures of 750 K as shown in Figure 7b for
the production of C6H7

+ from the reactions of H3O+ and
H3O+(H2O) with ethylbenzene yield activation energies of 51
( 3 and 81( 9 kJ mol-1, respectively. At higher temperatures,
the plots curve as the reaction rate constants approach the
collision rate constant.

The activation energy of 51( 3 kJ mol-1 for H3O+ is equal
to the endothermicity of 51( 10 kJ mol-1 within the
uncertainties for the direct dissociative proton-transfer reaction
given by

suggesting that direct dissociation is the dominant mechanism
for this reaction channel. This equivalence of the activation
energy and the reaction endothermicity has been seen previously
for ion-molecule reactions.57 On the other hand, the value of
81 ( 9 kJ mol-1 for the H3O+(H2O) activation energy is
significantly lower than the endothermicity of 169( 13 kJ
mol-1 for the direct dissociative proton-transfer reaction involv-
ing the H3O+(H2O) ion,

as well as the value of 150( 8 kJ mol-1 for the thermal
dissociation of the proton-transfer intermediate,

Because the measured activation energy for H3O+(H2O) is
significantly lower than the endothermicity of the direct process
in reaction 17, it seems unlikely that the direct mechanism is
contributing to a significant extent. Furthermore, a large amount
of the C6H7

+ is produced at temperatures where the average
total energy available is less than the endothermicity of the
reaction. These data suggest that thermal activation of either
the proton-transfer product, C8H11

+, or the association complex
of the reactants, H3O+(H2O)C8H10, is affecting the dissociation.

If thermal dissociation of the C8H11
+ proton-transfer product

is responsible, the low value of the measured activation energy
could arise from activation of internal degrees of freedom as
discussed above for toluene,52-56 resulting in products that are
internally cool. On the other hand, the reaction may proceed
via free-energy-driven dissociation involving the He buffer gas
as shown below.

To address this issue, the temperature at which a reaction
becomes spontaneous,Tspont, has been calculated for the major
dissociation products of the reaction of H3O+(H2O) with all three
alkylbenzenes as shown in Table 5. The heats of formation33,34,37

and entropies58 used in the calculation are given in Table 6. It
should be noted that theS° values in Table 6 for C3H7

+ and
C6H7

+ have been estimated using values for analogous neutral

molecules. For the nondissociative proton-transfer ionic prod-
ucts, the entropies are estimated using similar neutral species.
Most of the entropy values do not have errors given in the
literature. However, for the few that are given, the error is<1
J mol-1 K-1.34 Considering that several of the entropies are
estimated, we assume that the error in the standard entropies
S° given in Table 6 are(1 J mol-1 K-1 and the errors in∆S°rxn
in Table 5 are(2 J mol-1 K-1. Consequently, the errors in
Tspont for the dissociative proton-transfer reactions in Table 6
are reported on the basis of the errors in∆H°rxn discussed
earlier.

Most ion-molecule reactions are bimolecular, yielding two
or three products. Thus, the change in the number of molecules
involved in the reaction,∆n, is either 0 or 1. For∆n ) 0
reactions, typical entropy changes aree20 J mol-1 K-1, while
for ∆n ) 1 reactions, entropy increases are typically∼80 J
mol-1 K-1.29 Reaction 19 is a candidate for a free-energy-driven
reaction because it is a∆n ) 2 reaction and is associated with
a very large entropy increase of 288 J mol-1 K-1, making the
reaction exergonic at approximately 639( 50 K as shown in
Table 5. For a free-energy-driven reaction, the energy to drive
the reaction must come from the internal energy content of the
complex, collisions with the bath gas, or both. The large
endothermicity coupled with the large reaction efficiency

H3O
+ + C6H5C2H5 f C6H7

+ + C2H4 + H2O,

∆H ) 51 ( 3 kJ mol-1 (16)

H3O
+(H2O) + C6H5C2H5 f C6H7

+ + C2H4 + (H2O)2
∆H ) 169( 13 kJ mol-1 (17)

HC6H5C2H5
+98

He
C6H7

+ + C2H4

∆H ) 150( 8 kJ mol-1 (18)

H3O
+(H2O) + C8H10 f

[H+(H2O)2C8H10]* 98
He

C6H7
+ + C2H4 + 2H2O (19)

TABLE 5: Standard Enthalpies and Entropies of Reaction
at 298 Ka

reactants products ∆H°rxn
b ∆S°rxn

c Tspont(K)

Toluene (C7H8)
H3O+(H2O) f C7H9

+ + (H2O)2 25 76 329( 167
C7H9

+ + 2H2O 40 154 260( 81

Ethylbenzene (C8H10)
H3O+(H2O) f C8H11

+ + (H2O)2 21 45 467( 287
C8H11

+ + 2H2O 36 123 293( 102
C6H7

+ + C2H4 + (H2O)2 169 211 801( 69
C6H7

+ + C2H4 + 2H2O 184 288 639( 50

n-Propylbenzene (C9H12)
H3O+(H2O) f C9H13

+ + (H2O)2 19 53 386( 240
C9H13

+ + 2H2O 34 131 260( 96
C6H7

+ + C3H6 + (H2O)2 159 220 723( 66
C6H7

+ + C3H6 + 2H2O 174 298 584( 48
s-C3H7

+ + C6H6 + (H2O)2 160 207 773( 61
s-C3H7

+ + C6H6 + 2H2O 175 284 616( 43

a The maximum errors in reaction enthalpies are(12 kJ mol-1 for
the nondissociative channels and(15 kJ mol-1 for the dissociation
channels. The errors in the reaction entropies are(2 J mol-1 K-1. (See
text for details).b kJ mol-1. c J mol-1 K-1.

TABLE 6: Standard Heats of Formationa and Entropiesb at
298 K Used to Calculate the Spontaneous Temperature for
Reaction Onset Shown in Table 5

species ∆fH° (kJ mol-1) S° (J mol-1 K-1)

H3O+(H2O) 218( 9 253( 1
(H2O)2 -499c ( 2 300( 1
H2O -242( 1 189( 1
C7H8 50 ( 1 320( 1
C7H9

+ 786( 8 350d ( 1
C8H10 30 ( 1 361( 1
C8H11

+ 757( 8 360d ( 1
C6H7

+ 863( 8 306d ( 1
C2H4 52 ( 1 219( 1
C9H12 8 ( 1 398( 1
C9H13

+ 733( 8 405d ( 1
C3H6 20 ( 1 267( 1
C3H7

+ 801( 4 289c ( 1
C6H6 83 ( 1 269( 1

a References 33 and 34.b Reference 58 and references therein.
c Reference 37.d Estimated. See text for details.
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suggests that a significant fraction of the complexes undergo
collisions with the bath gas. The observation of an association
channel at 300 K indicates that stabilizing collisions of the
helium bath gas with the complex are occurring. Because helium
is an inefficient third body and there is a competing exothermic
reaction, one may assume that many collisions are needed to
observe a stabilized complex. Therefore, the complex lifetime
at higher temperatures is expected to be long enough (>200
ns) to accommodate numerous collisions with the surrounding
He bath gas during the interaction. Indeed, the data in Table 3
show that the onset of this channel occurs in the 600-650 K
temperature range, consistent with the temperature calculated
for ∆G to be negative, that is, 639 K.

A similar analysis can be applied to the dissociation of the
n-propylbenzene proton-transfer intermediate, C9H13

+. In this
reaction, a C3H7

+ fragment channel is observed in addition to
the C6H7

+ fragment channel. The dissociation product channels
for H3O+ reacting withn-propylbenzene are slightly endother-
mic,

where the most stable secondary carbocation is created. These
enthalpies are in reasonable agreement with the activation
energies obtained from Arrhenius-type plots using the data at
temperatures up to 700 K (using three points), which yield
values of 45( 8 kJ mol-1 for C6H7

+ and 37( 7 kJ mol-1 for
s-C3H7

+. A similar analysis of the fragments produced from
the reaction of H3O+(H2O) with n-propylbenzene results in
activation energies of 31( 10 kJ mol-1 for C6H7

+ and 33(
10 kJ mol-1 for s-C3H7

+, the same within the error. The product
channels from H3O+(H2O) reacting withn-propylbenzene via
direct dissociation of the proton-transfer complex are much more
endothermic,

and they are even more endothermic than the thermal dissocia-
tion channels shown below,

Thus, the measured activation energies for the formation of
C6H7

+ and C3H7
+ from the reaction of H3O+(H2O) with

n-propylbenzene are much lower than the endothermicities listed
for reactions 21a and 21b. This large difference makes the
prospect of a direct process unlikely. Furthermore, the data in
Table 4 show that by 750 K the C6H7

+ and C3H7
+ fragmentation

channels combined are proceeding at 95% of the collision rate,
implying that 95% of the reaction complexes have enough
energy to react. At this temperature, the average energy available
for reaction is approximately equal to the endothermicity,
suggesting that actually less than 95% of the complexes have

enough energy to react via a direct mechanism. However, if
the differences in zero-point energy between the reactants and
products are taken into account, ca. 60 kJ mol-1 of energy is
also available for reaction.

A thermal dissociation mechanism for H3O+(H2O) with
n-propylbenzene is more energetically favorable than direct
dissociation for the H3O+(H2O) reactions and is possible, again
through activation of internal degrees of freedom. The activation
energies for the reaction of H3O+(H2O) with n-propylbenzene
are so much lower than the endothermicities that free-energy-
driven dissociation involving the He bath gas is also feasible.
Indeed, the reactions listed in Table 5 forn-propylbenzene
shown in eqs 23a and 23b

are exergonic at temperatures of 584( 48 and 616( 43 K,
respectively. The observed onset for the two reaction channels
as shown in Table 4 is between 500 and 600 K, in general
agreement with these predictions. Again, the association com-
plex of the reactants is observed at room temperature, indicating
that numerous collisions with the He buffer are expected to occur
for the complex even at high temperatures.

Conclusions

Rate constants and branching fractions have been measured
for the reactions of H3O+ and H3O+(H2O) with toluene (C7H8),
ethylbenzene (C8H10), andn-propylbenzene (C9H12) as a func-
tion of temperature up to 1200, 1000, and 900 K, respectively.
The measurements are the first for H3O+(H2O) with these
reactants. The H3O+ + alkylbenzene reaction rate constants are
equal to the collision rate constants given by the Su-Chesnavich
equation at all temperatures. The main product channels for all
of the reactions can be described as either nondissociative proton
transfer or dissociative proton transfer. H3O+ reacts with toluene
to give only C7H9

+ at lower temperatures. Above 900 K, C7H9
+,

C7H7
+, and C6H5

+ are seen predominately. Proton transfer from
H3O+ to ethylbenzene produces C8H11

+ exclusively at 300 K,
and by 800 K, C6H7

+ is the major product with only minor
amounts of C8H11

+ and C7H7
+ being formed. Both nondisso-

ciative and dissociative proton-transfer products are also
observed at all temperatures for H3O+ reacting with propyl-
benzene producing C9H13

+ as the major product at low
temperatures and both C6H7

+ and C3H7
+ as the major products

at temperatures above 650 K, with minor amounts of C7H7
+

observed at all temperatures.
For all three alkylbenzenes reacting with H3O+(H2O), non-

dissociative proton transfer dominates at low temperature.
However, an association complex involving each alkylbenzene
with H3O+(H2O) has been observed at 298 K comprising ca.
15% of the products. At higher temperatures, dissociative proton
transfer is observed for H3O+(H2O) reacting with ethyl- and
propylbenzene, in which the product yields are similar to those
observed in the H3O+ reactions but they are shifted∼50 K
higher. All of the H3O+(H2O) + alkylbenzene proton-transfer
reactions are fast even though the proton affinity of H3O+(H2O)
is 140 kJ mol-1 less than that of H3O+, such that the
H3O+(H2O) reactions are endothermic. The existence of a stable
association product with H3O+(H2O) at 298 K for all three

H3O
+ + C6H5C2H5

f C6H7
+ + C3H6 + H2O ∆H ) 41 ( 10 kJ mol-1 (20a)

f s-C3H7
+ + C6H6 + H2O ∆H ) 42 ( 7 kJ mol-1 (20b)

H3O
+(H2O) + C6H5C3H7

f C6H7
+ + C3H6 + (H2O)2 ∆H ) 159( 13 kJ mol-1

(21a)

f s-C3H7
+ + C6H6 + (H2O)2 ∆H ) 160( 11 kJ mol-1

(21b)

HC6H5C3H7
+

98
He

C6H7
+ + C3H6 ∆H ) 140( 13 kJ mol-1 (22a)

98
He

s-C3H7
+ + C6H6 ∆H ) 150( 12 kJ mol-1 (22b)

H3O
+(H2O) + C9H12 f [H+(H2O)2C9H12]* 98

He
C6H7

+ +
C3H6 + 2H2O + He (23a)

H3O
+(H2O) + C9H12 f [H+(H2O)2C9H12]* 98

He
C3H7

+ +
C6H6 + 2H2O + He (23b)
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alkylbenzenes, coupled with the large rate constants proceeding
at the thermal capture collision rate for both reactant ions,43-45

indicates that the proton-transfer reactions involve a collision
complex in the mechanism. Therefore, sufficient time should
be available so that energy randomization will occur in the
complex, indicating that the internal energy of the reactants
should be very effective in promoting reaction. Also, the lifetime
of the complex would be long enough to allow collisions with
the He buffer gas to occur as well. This conclusion is consistent
with the large proton-transfer rate constants for H3O+(H2O)
listed in Tables 1-4, despite the endothermicity of these
reactions. Temperature dependencies of the standard reaction
enthalpies, as well as the errors in these values, have been
eliminated as possible explanations.

Three mechanisms for generating the dissociative proton-
transfer products observed with both reactant ions have been
discussed: direct dissociation in a bimolecular collision, non-
dissociative proton transfer followed by thermally activated
unimolecular dissociation involving the helium bath gas, and
formation of an association complex of the reactants followed
by free-energy-driven production of endothermic product chan-
nels again likely involving the helium bath gas. Comparing the
temperature dependencies of the H3O+ and H3O+(H2O) branch-
ing fractions, as well as the activation energies, shows that H3O+

reacts with all three alkylbenzenes via a direct dissociative
proton-transfer mechanism. However, a small amount of C6H5

+

is observed at the highest temperatures studied with toluene that
may result from thermal dissociation of the C7H9

+ proton-
transfer intermediate. No dissociation has been observed for the
reaction of H3O+(H2O) with toluene at temperatures up to 1000
K. Ethylbenzene reacts with H3O+(H2O) via either thermal or
free-energy-driven dissociation in which the He buffer plays a
role. Unfortunately, a definitive mechanism in the protonated
water dimer ion reaction is not clear. In the reaction of H3O+-
(H2O) with n-propylbenzene, thermal dissociation is a possibil-
ity, as is free-energy-driven dissociation, both of which involve
the helium bath gas present in the flow tube.

These measurements are the only high-temperature data
available describing the proton-transfer kinetics of these alkyl-
benzenes. Extrapolations to high temperature using room
temperature data or predictions based simply on reaction
energetics would severely underestimate the contribution from
dissociative reaction channels. However, the pressure depend-
encies of these reactions still need to be examined to better
characterize the dissociation processes involved. A newly
designed turbulent ion flow tube (TIFT) apparatus for kinetics
measurements in the 100-760 Torr pressure range in our
laboratory would prove beneficial for exploring pressure effects
in these systems.59,60 Time-resolved experiments would also
provide important corroboration of one mechanism over the
other, particularly those methods capable of probing the nascent
product-state distributions.
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